
Data analysis: 

SNQ from the 3D-DESS sequence was compared 

in 3 ROIs at 2 time points using repeated-measures 

ANOVA. The relationship between SNQ from the 

3-D DESS and mean GBA during 0 to 15% gait 

cycle was analyzed using Pearson’s correlations.

Introduction

Background: It is recently noticed that steep graft bending can occur at the femoral 

tunnel aperture after anatomic anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) reconstruction1. High 

graft bending angle (GBA) after ACL reconstruction has been suggested to cause 

stress on the graft, but evidence about its effect on graft healing in vivo is limited2,3.   

Purpose: To (1) determine in vivo GBA in ACL-reconstructed knees using dynamic 

stereo x-ray, (2) quantify the graft healing by signal noise quotient (SNQ) across the 

proximal to distal area of the graft with high resolution MRI, and (3) determine the 

relationship between GBA and ACL graft healing 6 and 24 months postoperatively.

Hypotheses: The signal intensities would be higher in the proximal region of the graft,

and steeper GBA would be related to higher graft SNQ after ACL reconstruction.
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Patients and Methods

Evaluation of graft healing

- High resolution 3-Tesla MRI at 6 and 24 months 

- (3D-DESS sequence, resolution: 0.45 x 0.45 x 0.70 mm)  

- Signal intensity (SI) was measured in 3 ROIs:                                                                  

- Proximal, Mid-substance, Distal regions. 

- ⇒ Signal/noise quotient (SNQ) was calculated7. 

SNQ =
(SI of ACL graft)  – (SI of PCL)

(SI of background)
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- Tibio-femoral kinematics were determined 

- by biplane dynamic stereo X-ray system5.

- 3 trials for each activity and averaged.

- 3D locations of femoral/tibial apertures and -

- femoral exits were identified. 

- The angle between the femoral tunnel vector 

- (v FTA→FTE ) and the graft vector (v TTA→FTA ) -

- was calculated in 3D at each motion frame3,6.

Calculation of GBA in 3D 

- 24 subjects (Avg. age: 19 ± 4 y.o.), 17 male, 7 female

- ACL reconstruction using trans-portal technique                                                         

- for drilling the single-bundle femoral tunnel

- Tunnel placement via anatomical footprint4

- A 10-mm Quad-tendon autograft with bone block used

- All testing performed 6 and 24 months after surgery Kopf S, Fu FH, et al. Arthroscopy 2011. 
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Results

Signal noise quotient (SNQ) of 

ACL graft in 3 region of interests

Signals in proximal and mid-substance ACL graft 

were high at 6 months (6M), but they were decreased 

at 24 months (24M). In addition, ACL graft at 24M has 

clearer shape and better aligned fiber orientation.

6M = 6 months, 2Y = 24 months after surgery 

*: P<0.05,  **: P<0.01
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Discussion

Clinical relevance 

Higher signals in proximal graft (at 6M)
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• Findings of steeper GBA associated with higher signal intensity suggests that 

the resulting higher graft-bone stress at the femoral aperture may have negative effect 

on early graft healing after ACL reconstruction.

Signal change over time 6M         24 M

Healing takes time, especially at femoral side of the graft.
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